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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev27
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev23
Open-Xchange App Suite office 7.10.5-rev8
Open-Xchange App Suite office-web 7.10.5-rev8
Open-Xchange App Suite imageconverter 7.10.5-rev8
Open-Xchange App Suite documentconverter-api 7.10.5-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6038.

DOCS-3588 Tall Image Distorted on Zoom
Images with quite unusual width/height aspect rations get too much distorted when scaled into a
target rectangle so that e.g. text rendering within the target image gets distorted/unreadable after
processing.
This has been solved by checking aspect ratios for source and target images for unusual ratios
above 21:9 (2.33) when scale type CONTAIN is requested and w/h aspect ratios of source and target
image differ significantly. Prevent scale processing of images completely in those cases so that as
much source image information as possible gets transferred to the requester/browser as possible.
This significantly improves readability of e.g. text like content in such images delivered to the frontend.
DOCS-3611 Welcome Tour is displayed two times for Text, Spreadsheet, Presentation (6
times in total)
Creating the missing settings entry "portal/<app>/recents" deletes the existing settings
entry "portal/<app>/fulltour/shown" causing the tour to start again.
Now, when starting a portal app, the missing property "portal/<app>/recents" will explicitly be
created in frontend code and sent to server.
OXUIB-1046 Mobile mail: clicking arrow to expand subfolders in folders view is too sensitive
Through bubbling folders got opened instead of toggled.
This has been fixed by stopping bubbling with stopPropagation.
DOCS-3684 Connection Errors After Installing ImageConverter
Inserting PRIMARY keys more than once during IC server job proccessing gives DB server exceptions
in some timing dependent cases.
This has been solved by preventing mutliple access to PRIMARY DB keys fixes the problem with IC
server DB communication.
MWB-1289 Mail: editing drivemail draft for compose does delete drivemail draft folder in
drive
Premature deletion of shared attachment folder on edit-draft invocation.
This has been solved by avoiding premature deletion of shared attachment folder on edit-draft invocation.
DOCS-3536 DC error logging should be enhanced to show the root cause
Added newline within log output prevents output of root cause.
This has been fixed by removing newline within log output to log root cause of exception.
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MWB-1231 Using Russian in Appsuite inserts whitespaces inside the Subject
Multi-mime-encoded header value wasn’t properly decoded.
Now properly decode a multi-mime-encoded header value.
OXUIB-1045 Reset password inputs are inconsistent and untranslated
Inconsistencies left over after last refactoring, typo in ”Confirm new Password”.
This has been solved by cleaning up behavior of labels and placeholders to be consistent with the
username field, fixed ”Password” -> ”password”.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

DOCS-3588, DOCS-3611, OXUIB-1046, DOCS-3684, MWB-1289, DOCS-3536, MWB-1231, OXUIB-1045,
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